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May  Meeting

thursday 
May 6, 2010  

 7:00 PM 
 at the  

new Village  

recreation center 

_________________________

CyCloholiCVolunteers  
Still Needed For 
Bike-Boat-Bike

Have a great time and do 
something really important to 
help your club. Email Larry 

at skitrail@aol.com if  
you can volunteer.

Wednesday, May 18, 2010
Details are on page 6.

Good luck to everyone  
participating in the  

Swiezy Montauk Century Ride

May Is  
Bike-To-Work 

Month
Read the article  

on page 7.

I am a cycloholIc, a newbIe, but a cycloholIc all the same. I 
got my first road bike 16 months ago and rode a hybrid for 5 months before that. I didn’t 
get up enough nerve to join an sbRa group ride until last July, 8 months after joining. 
that was only 8 months ago. I have learned valuable information from experienced 
sbRa members that has significantly contributed in my progress as a safer, faster, better 
cyclist. this information was more reliable than what I was getting from my bike shop. 

continued on page 8

Left to right - Kris Saether, Roger, Dennis Jackson, Ron Goodstadt, Dave Holbrook, Art Searle (author), John Youngman

by Art Searle
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the purpose of the suffolk  bicycle Riders   
association is to teach members about bicycle mechanics,  
bike safety, the joy of bicycle touring, bicycling awareness  
for non-participants and to enjoy a mutual appreciation and 

compatibility during bicycle tours that may include  
camping and racing. members shall consist of individuals  
and families who wish to participate as members abiding  
by the constitution and bylaws of the club. the club may  

not discriminate in admitting members, according to  
their age, race nationality, sex, creed or religion.

SBRA meetings are held on the 1st Thursday  
of each month at the New Village Recreation 

Center in Brookhaven. Located near the 
 intersection of Wireless Road and Hawkins  

Road East of Nicolls Road (CR97).

2010 Executive Committee
 
PRESIDENT  Bob DeVito 745-2282
VICE-PRESIDENT  Tom Tilford  816-1060
VICE-PRESIDENT  Janine Schwartz 
TREASURER Joe Matzelle 273-3578
RECORDING SEC  Dave DiRoma 821-7598
CORRESPONDING SEC  Paul Miklean 689-7186
MEMBERSHIP Norm Samuels 928-3913
SOCIAL DIRECTOR Evie Karakatsanis
EDUC & SAFETY DIR Gordon Howard 878-1716
ADVOCACY DIR Joe DePalma 235-9467
RIDES DIR  Bill Pope 475-4531
WEBMASTER Percy Zahl
WEB EDITOR Brenda Meyer

2010 Chairpersons
 
ADVERTISING  Volunteer Needed 
BIKE-BOAT-BIKE Peter Olivieri 365-7588
GRAPHIC DESIGNER  Jim Deerfield 724-6401
GUIDE DOG RIDE  Jeff  Meyer 471-2129 
 Brenda Meyer
REFRESHMENTS  Sue Sherman 473-4732  
 Hava Samuels
MONTAUK CENTURY  Jack Steffens  669-4740 
 Peter Olivieri 365-7588
NEWSLETTER Rona Dressler  751-2135
PUBLIC RELATIONS Joe DePalma 235-9467 
QUARTERMASTER  Jack Steffens
RIDE COORDINATOR  Bill Pope 475-4531
MAPS & CUE SHEETS Lili Burliuk
RIDES STATISTICIAN Joe Matzelle
SUNSHINE Bruce Presner   476-3923

Rafael aguayo, Kathleen berger,  
tricia brandt, bruce cameron, Deborah 
carroll, Julia Dinger,brian Dinger, thomas 
DiRoma, william Foster, ed Gallagher, Ron 
Goodstadt, lewis Grossman, william Grosso, 
Peter harte, Frank hayward II, mark  Josepher, michael Kaziewicz, 
Pat Knecht, sy lukin, stephan mandresh, Richard mardosa, tim mayr, 
elaine mcGrath, Guy metcalfe, brendameyer, nicholas mitchell, Janet 
molny, Robert morgenstern, Judith m.onorato, harry Resnick, James  
sailer, Paul sailer, hava samuels, Gloria sanicola, Janine schwartz, 
Robin shea, Keith F. stehling, costa triculis, barbara Vitale, Karen 
walker, chris  “hiFi”wiencek, John youngman 

Welcome New Members
Derrick  acker, Frederick andrews, Keith 
attisano, beth and Jay barbakoff, christine 
beigelbeck, lisa caracci, cathy creamer, 
agneta and Philip creutzmann, Douglas 
Davidson, bruna and louis Dibiase, sam 
epstein, John and michaela Faella, lynn  
and Patrick Finnegan, wyatt Gibbons,  
Daniel, erica, Gina, Joey,  Joseph and  michael 

Giordano, bill Gravitz, heather, Jennifer, Jessica, Rachel, and Robert 
heymach, Joan hubbard, Gary Jacquemin, eric Kobetitsch, barbara, 
Daniel, Kyle and michael Konarski, nancy lang, thomas leahy, 
lloyd and susan lense, Jerry licht, alison macmillan, Jackie marino, 
Jessica martin, nicole mignone, Patrick mitchell, chris and nadine 
montuori, billy and Patricia oehrlein, matthew oppen, bob Plesnitzer, 
cara and lisa Rooney, breanna, eric, James and marie Rose, chris 
Rushton, Richard Russo, Phyllis satz, ann, Jamie, Jennafer and 
thomas savino, christopher, Jim, and lynn scarpati, theresa schmidt, 
Frank simeone, Robert sobel, warren sternberg, James and michele 
tomei, Rodturner — Norm Samuels, Membership Chair

Celebrating May Birthdays

http://www.krebcycle.com
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Meeting Minutes 

1) Call to order –President bob DeVito called the meeting to order at 
7:05Pm. approximately 50 members and guests were in attendance. 

2) Acceptance of Minutes – the minutes of the march 4, 2010 meeting 
were accepted as published on the sbRa web site. 

3) Treasurer’s Report (Joe matzelle): Joe reported on the club’s cur-
rent balance and recent expenditures. the only significant expenditures 
in the past month were for the donation to team in training on behalf of 
Karen Daniels, an sbRa member who is training with that group and 
the expenses incurred by Joe DePalma in connection with his participa-
tion in the league of american bicyclists summit in washington, D.c.. 
Joe matzelle noted that we have recently received some registrations for 
bike-boat-bike via the active site. 

4)  Committee Reports:
a. Statistician (Joe matzelle) – Joe reported that for the year to date 
over 38,000 miles have been ridden by club members. all stats will 
be updated on the sbRa web site by april 5th.
b. Membership  – (norm samuels) – there are presently 832 mem-
bers, including 140 families and 61 new members. norm noted that 
he needs some assistance in keeping up with the volume of work 
resulting from the increase in membership.  bob DeVito asked that 
anyone interested in volunteering speak to him or norm.
c. Sunshine (bruce Presner) – bruce noted that he sent a get-well 
card to bonnie Vulin in connection with her recent biking accident 
and had also sent a sympathy card to matt tillman for a recent death 
in his family.
d. Webmaster (Percy Zahl) – no report due to Percy’s absence.
e. Web Editor (brenda meyers) no report as brenda was absent.
f. Safety/Education (Gordon howard) – Gordon stressed the 
importance of having all loose gear properly secured prior to riding. 
a recent serious accident appears to have been caused by a loose 
article of clothing getting caught in the spokes. 
g.  Advocacy (Joe DePalma) – no report due to Joe’s absence.
h. Social  (evie Karakatsanis)  - – no report due to evie’s absence. 

Old Business:
a. Montauk Century – bob DeVito advised that all preparations 
are complete for the ride on may 8th.  although we are hoping for 
good weather on the 8th, may 15th has been reserved as the “rain 
date”, just in case.
b. Bike-Boat-Bike – bob noted that the need continues for volun-
teers at several of the water stops, for post-ride clean-up and at the 
storage locker at the end of the day.

c. Facebook Page  – is now up and running.
d. Spring Training Rides   – the turnout has been very good so far, 
particularly in light of the “up and down” weather conditions so far 
this season.
e. Merchandise Store – bob advised that we are still in need of 
someone willing to take on the challenge of running the on-line  
merchandise store. there appears to be a good demand for club 
clothing and accessories and someone is needed to coordinate this. 

New Business:
a. Ride of Silence – Ronnie levy announced that sbRa will  
officially participate in this year’s Ride of silence, scheduled for 
wednesday, may 19 at 6 Pm. as in the past, we will have two rides, 
one riding west from bellport and the other starting in Islip and 
riding east, with the two rides meeting at the mid-point. this ride, 

April 1, 2010

http://www.thebicycleplanet.com
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which is done in memory of cyclists killed on the road and to raise 
awareness of the “share the road” concept, is a slow ride (12 mph) 
and is, as the name suggests, done in silence.  additional details will 
be posted on the sbRa web site.
b. Cue Sheets – Ron Goodstadt has volunteered to collect, review, 
rename and generally improve the number and quality of cue sheets 
that are posted on the web site. the goal is to make available a 
full range of cue sheets to club members, In addition, bob DeVito 
announced that the club will purchase a subscription to “mapmy 
Ride” that can be shared amongst the ride leaders.
c. Beginners Training Rides – the bob and Josie rides to prepare 
beginning riders to complete the montauk century have become 
so popular with new and returning riders that the saturday rides 
have had to split into two groups to accommodate the number of 
participants. It would be a big benefit to all if some of the more 
experienced riders could schedule some rides on saturdays in order 
to absorb some of this overflow so that the true beginners can take 
advantage of bob and Josie’s instruction.
d. Member Survey – within the next two weeks, brenda meyers 
will be sending out a survey via e-mail to all club members seeking 
input on how the club can better meet the needs of membership.
e. Club Handbook – bob mentioned that he will form a committee 
shortly to begin the process of collecting all of the club policies and 
procedures into a club handbook.
f. Ride Events – a number of riding events are on the schedule or 
under consideration:

 i. Criterium Race – the club has held some preliminary discus-
sions about sponsoring a bike race later in the summer. the event 
would feature races for various skill levels on a closed circuit 
course, similar to the popular race series held on sundays in cen-
tral Park. sbRa would work with a promoter on the event and the 
requirements for club involvement would be relatively limited. 
more details to follow.
 ii. town of brookhaven Family bike Day – the town has asked 
us to assist in this event, to be held probably in late september or 
early october. 
 iii. norm samuels noted that Richard and michelle Dittmar are 
leading a cycling trip to Ireland in september. norm has details 
for anyone interested.
 iv. Dick cunningham reminded the members that space is still 
available for the cruise to new england and nova scotia from 
august 28 to september 5. there are still 10 cabins available. 

Program – chris Joinnides of Kreb cycle gave a very informative 
presentation of the process of proper bike fitting techniques. 

Adjournment - the meeting was adjourned at 9:05 Pm.

Respectfully submitted,
      David DiRoma
      Recording secretary

http://www.brandscycle.com
http://www.carlhart.com
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 SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS

Train with the Best & Feel Your Best… 
Only at TNT!

have you ever wanted 
to do something more 
for someone else but 

wasn’t sure what to do? well at 
team in training we have that 
solution just for you! Join us 
as we fight the bigh fight and 
cure blood cancer while having 
one of the 5 best experiences of your life. at tnt we not only 
provide you with training but a memory that will last a lifetime. 
want to learn more and find out how you can be apart of such 
an amazing organization all while finding the cure for cancer…
contact us at 631-752-8500 or visit us www.teamintraining.
org/li. Don’t wait sign up for the Fall season starts soon and spot 
are limited!

http://www.campusbicycle.com
http://www.cyclesplus.com
http://www.rockypointcycles.com
http://www.ebikediscounters.com


What is the best route for me to bike to 
work?
biking to work takes planning.  
one of the most important parts  
of this planning is determining the  
safest route to ride.start by thinking about 
the route as you drive to work. If the road 
to work has viable shoulders then it can, 
dependent upon other factors, possibily be 

at least one part of your route.after coming up with a tentative 
route, try driving that route during the time you might be on the 
road.

look for possible danger points such as busy intersections, 
malls and strip malls with multiple entrance and exits, coffee & 
donut stops (can be very dangerous during commute time).
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  Ride of SileNCe

In 1986 I met JeFF FeRbeR, in front of the smithhaven 
mall, while bicycle commuting home from work.  he said 
I’d enjoy cycling more if I rode with other folks. I joined 

sbRa in 1987 and Jeff became President of the club in 1989. 
Jeff was a good President of the club and a good cycling role 
model … you may have noticed a habit I’ve developed in trying 
to follow Jeff’s trait of calling out greetings to pedestrians as we 
pass them.  

In 2004 Jeff was killed, by a car, while on a bike ride in  
colorado. 

look at this list: http://www.rideofsilence.org/memoriam.php!

the Ride of silence began in 2003 as a response to the death 
of a single individual cyclist. today the Ride of silence is  
growing to worldwide recognition that we as bikers have to 
raise the consciousness of the motoring public to this wasteful 
cause of loss of life as well as injuries to those that would gladly 
share the road. there are over 700 lives per year of cyclists that 
are cut short by accidents with motor vehicles. 

unfortunately one does not have to ride far on long Island  
to feel the hostility of some of the motoring public. those  
drivers that harass cyclists do not understand why we want to 
ride and they certainly do not understand that we will not stop 
using “their” roads. 

the 2010 Ride of silence will be held on wednesday, may 
19th. sbRa will participate by staging two ride starts and the 
rides will meet in sayville before turning around and returning. 
Please go to: http://sbraweb.org/?q=calendar (advance the  
calendar to may if necessary) and check out may 19th for  
details.

 — Norm Samuels    —

On May 19, 2010, the Ride of Silence will be-
gin in North America and roll across the globe. 
Cyclists will take to the roads in a silent pro-
cession to honor cyclists who have been killed 
or injured while cycling on public roadways. 
Although cyclists have a legal right to share 
the road with motorists, the motoring public 
often isn’t aware of these rights, and some-
times not aware of the cyclists themselves.

In 2003, Chris Phelan organized the first 
Ride of Silence in Dallas after endur-
ance cyclist Larry Schwartz was hit by the 
mirror of a passing bus and was killed. 

The Ride of Silence is a free ride that asks its 
cyclists to ride no faster than 12 mph and re-
main silent during the ride. There are no spon-
sors and no registration fees. The ride, which is 
held during National Bike Month, aims to raise 
the awareness of motorists, police and city offi-
cials that cyclists have a legal right to the public 
roadways. The ride is also a chance to show re-
spect for those who have been killed or injured.

http://www.rideofsilence.org

BIKING TO WORK  
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQ’S):

be observant of the motor traffic clearance, is there a shoul-
der available?

check the road surface, are there many grates, potholes or 
debis along the route?

talk to others who commute to work on bicycles as they will 
already know some good routes.

Refer to the transportation alternative’s map for possible 
routes.

consider going out of your way a bit to get a safer route; the 
highway is straight but not always the safest.

Ride the route on saturday or sunday as a test run. the traf-
fic will certainly not be the same but it will give you time to 
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observe other factors. If you’re planning 
to commute in the dark (with proper 
lights on the bike) try driving in the dark 
and look for well lit and quiet roads.

after you’ve developed your route, 
make sure to let family, friends and  
co-workers know about it. you may  
need a pickup some time.

Is riding during rush hour dangerous 
more then normal?
maybe, due to traffic volume; but the 
danger can be minimized.
the primary way to reduce the danger of 
rush hour traffic is choosing a safe route 
which avoids as much traffic as possible.
secondarily, if possible, shift working 
hours to avoid as much of rush hour as 
possible. biking early in the morning 
on local streets, even in the dark (with 

proper lighting) is safer then rush hour. 
In the early morning cars are scarce and 
easily visible.
also, when riding with others you will be 
more visible then riding alone; having a 
group to ride to work is more enjoyable 
and safe at the same time.
If you have to ride during rush hour you 
may be surpised to find that the trip may 
not, due to the volume of cars on the 
road, be that much longer then if you 
drove.

What if I work too far from home to ride 
my bike to work?
using your bike to commute to work 
does not mean that you have to cycle all 
the way to work. some bike commuters 
opt to drive their car to a Park & Ride lot, 
the mall or one of the local strip shopping 

centers. not only will this make your 
bike commuting a little easier but can 
also cut out the most dangerous section of 
the commute. one lesson regarding this 
is not to park at the spots closest to the 
stores; merchants do not appreciate their 
closest parking spots being used all day 
by non-business related vehicles.

some commuters drive their car to 
work with their bike on the rack and 
cycle home and back the next day. this 
also gives them the options of both hav-
ing their car available at work and also 
bring all the clothing they need for work.

What type of bike is best to use to  
commute?
any bike will do! a road bike may be 
more efficient on the road then a 

continued on page 9

http://www.gorideabike.com
www.twinforksbicycles.com


Cycloholic continued

I’d like to thank all the membership and individually acknowl-
edge just a few of those sbRa members here. 

Barbara Braun - barbara was the ride leader of the 1st sbRa 
ride I ever went on. It was a b ride. besides being an excellent 
ride leader she is a nurse. what more could a 64 year old newbie 
cyclist want? my wife found that quite reassuring. barbara, 
with her rock steady pace, was very welcoming and a wealth 
of knowledge on cycling. she was also very encouraging. even 
with my inexperience, including often choosing the wrong gear, 
she said I was a b rider. Did I mention on that first ride we did 
the hills of berkshire Drive? thank you, barbara, for all that 
cycling information, the encouragement and those hills too. 

Pat Nett - besides being a great guy and a pleasure to talk too, 
what I got from Pat (besides a free breakfast on a november 
ride that was rained out after 7 miles) was the incentive to train 
and improve. my first ride with Pat as ride leader was my 2nd 
sbRa ride. It was his famous turtle ride out of manorville. I’ve 
done many b+ rides since and they are usually preceded with a 
gradual warm-up of several miles. not this turtle ride. they shot 
out of the start at 20+ mph and continued at this pace to Dune 
Road, the first rest stop. I couldn’t believe we averaged 19 mph 
for 14 miles including several navigating a couple of  intersec-
tions. I barely hung on. but I have to admit it was a lot of fun. 
and that was short lived. I was dropped the first time when they 
sprinted up Dune Road to the bridge and did a wait-up for me. 
after the rest stop at the Quogue nature center they all took 
off and I never saw them again. when I finally made it back to 
our cars I met up with Pat. he invited me to keep trying. I often 
saw Pat after this and he always encouraged me to keep trying. 
eventually this encouragement paid off.
 

Ron Goodstadt - I met Ron on my second attempt at a b+ ride, 
my 16th sbRa ride. early in this ride he said to me, “I’m not 
supposed to criticize but . . .” I immediately said, “no, please 
do.” he said, “you’re toe peddling.” It took a while, but I think I 
have licked that problem, also my flying right knee and several 
others he brought to my attention. I only made it 11 miles that 
windy day. holding a pace line into the wind was hard then. It’s 
easy now, unless you’re up front pulling. Ron offered to ride 
with me back to the start but I told him that wasn’t necessary. he 
has coached me on every aspect of group riding, including pace 
line, hill climbing, managing cadence and heart rate, training, 
recovery and nutrition. It is because of his help that I am now 
comfortable on b+/a rides. Ron has become my coach, trainer, 
spin instructor, friend and my cycling mVP. 

John Youngman - I have learned a lot about cold weather riding, 
riding in adverse conditions and some specific information about 
nutrition that works for me. we rode through the winter together, 
sometimes by ourselves or with one or 2 other riders. and we 
had many rides cancelled because of snow.

John also told me which supplements to take before, during 
and after training or riding. For example take soy or vegetable 
protein before or during exercise and choose an energy drink 
with complex carbohydrates, electrolytes and other essential  
nutrients. after exercise you need whey protein and other  
nutrients including Glutamine for recovery. you have to feed 
your muscles when you train hard. he told me you should not 
take whey protein before or during exercise because it can cause 
ammonia to build in the muscles resulting in fatigue. I’m no 
expert on nutrition but I do know that before I started taking an 
“after ride recovery drink” I couldn’t ride 2 days in a row. now  
I do it all the time and so far always have fresh legs the next day. 
I thank you John for that.
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Photos from our website
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mountain bike and that may be a factor if distance is great 
enough; a hybrid may be a good choice for your commute; 
remember, key to cycling is comfort and some folks will find  
the added stability of wider tires more comfortable on the road. 
If you choose to use a mountain bike consider having slicks  
(or less knobby tires) mounted to make the commute easier.  
also the tires on a mountain bike may be a bit more resistant  
to the hazards found on the shoulder of the road.

Do I need lights on my bike when I bike to work?
If you’re planning to commute anytime near dusk its a good  
idea to have a set of lights. even when its not so dark that you 
need a light to see the road you should have blinking lights both 
front (white or amber) and rear (amber or red). a good part of 
being safe is insuring that you are seen while on the bike. Rear 
lights will work best when mounted at center or on the traffic 
side of the bike. Front lights should be bright enough to prevent 
over-running the beam. a fast rider needs at least 15 watts of 
light for good illumination while a slower rider may do okay 
with less ... but you can never have too much. you want to be 
seen by the driver who might be thinking of turning in front of 
you from across the road. along with active lighting there are 
other devices such a reflective tapes and straps that can catch  
the eye of drivers. Relective clothing is also an option for  
helmet covers, jackets and leggings.

What equipment do I need to carry for bike commuting?
cycling tools don’t vary between commuting and general  
cycling; the cyclist should always try to be self-sufficient and 
carry a pump, a spare tube, and some basic tools. using a water 

bottle may not be necessary dependent upon the distance you 
ride. having a cell phone is a good idea; talking on it while 
cycling is not.

How do I dress for riding and working? And how can I clean 
myself up when I arrive to work?
a helmet should worn regardless of the destination of any ride. 
other cycling apparel may not be necessary for commuting  
dependant upon the distance and other comfort factors. If you 
plan to ride in foul or cold weather then the appropriate clothing 
should be considered. watching the forecast for the commute 
home, before leaving in the morning, is a good idea.

some commuters carry their work related clothing with them 
on a daily basis using a knapsack, panniers or bike rack; if you 
have a small storage space at work then stocking up a few days 
clothing before riding makes the daily cycling commute more 
comfortable. some clothing items such as shoes and belts can  
be left at work.

some cycling commuters are lucky enough to have showers 
and changing areas at work, if you don’t have the facilities and 
work up a sweat then keep a container of wash and drys in your 
office. a quick trip to the bathroom before starting work will be 
appreciated by both you and your co-workers.

— Norm Samuels

Thanks for additional ideas and contributioning to this posting 
to: Don Frevele and Kevin Williams

To Ask a Question or contribute to the answers,   
email: Webmaster@SBRAweb.org

 BIKING TO WORK FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQ’S) continued 


